2000 jetta problems

Eight problems related to diesel engine have been reported for the Volkswagen Jetta. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Volkswagen Jetta based on all problems reported for the Jetta. The contact owns
a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer for maintenance work. While it
was being test driven at 30 mph, the engine failed. The mechanic stated that a seal failed, which
allowed the engine to fail. The contact was unaware of which seal was affected. The dealer
repaired the vehicle and installed a new engine. The mechanic also stated that they were aware
of the failure due to numerous others that have experienced the same failure. The failure
mileage was 86, and current mileage was 89, The failure was due to hydraulic lock or a volume
of oil getting in the cylinder and stopping the piston. While driving at 65 mph on a 2 lane
undivided hi-way; engine cut out, without warning of any kind 1. Vehicle would turn over but not
start. Dealer repaired by replacing power relay for engine control module relay Have researched
this relay on various sites, and found dozens of failed relays, some in similar circumstances.
Apparently, the original black relay fails, new relay is a change up grey in colour. I had the car
seven months and put 12, miles on it with no problems. I took the car to the dealer and had the
car diagnosed as to why the c. Light was on. When asked about repairing the turbo by the
counter man I told him I intend to drive it until it breaks then have it repaired. I asked him if there
would be a problem doing that he explained to me the car would be sluggish then not run. Vw
diagnosed my car as having a "turbo waste gate blown" I deferred the repair intending to drive
the car until the turbo went. I observed light smoke coming from my car in the head lights of the
cars behind me. I deducted my car was burning carbon since carbon build up was noted on the
report. I slightly depressed the accelerator and the car raced forward. I immediately removed my
foot from the gas pedal and nothing happened. The car raced forward so quickly and with such
force I would compare it to a muscle car being floored. The car kept accelerating. I looked at the
tachometer and it was going by 4, rpm. This diesel engine was screaming. Instinctively I
depressed the clutch to regain control of the car. The engine revved then blew. I was 7 miles
from the dealership. Service manger stated that a gasket in the turbo let go causing the engine
to suck oil from the crankcase fueling the engine. He told me that nothing could stop the engine
from revving not even turning off the key. He told me that all diesel engines were made this way.
There is nothing vw could do for me. I called vw customer service, level 2 operator told me
since I was told about the turbo being broken there is nothing they can do. This complaint
concerns the vw Jetta tdi diesel. Apparently, the egr system, in conjunction with the closed
crankcase ventilation system, provides an opportunity for the crankcase oil vapors and soot
from the egr to mix in the engine intake manifold. Nowhere in any of the advertising or
marketing literature of the vw tdi engines is a reference made to required periodic "intake
cleanings" and it's inherent service costs. This vehicle is clearly not designed for safe and
continued usage in the united states - people are going to get killed driving these things if vw
doesn't acknowledge and repair this design defect, especially in high traffic areas. Engine
check light comes on, definite loss of power, worse when engine has been running for awhile.
Car has no acceleration and can not hold speed going up relatively minor hills. Took it to the
dealer who put it on the computer, said that the wastegate valve was stuck but was okay now.
Problem reoccured. Definite safety problem on highway because there is no acceleration
available to the driver. I am experiencing a loss of power on hills and when trying to accelerate
an intermitant check engine light appears. I own a vw Jetta tdi Some increase in power but not
very much, check engine light off. I asked 4 questions :how does carbon get in an air intake?
Don, is the customer service rep who offered to pay for repair upon my going to another dealer
and paying for another diagnostic to verify the problem, as the first dealer has refused service
to the vehicle because I insisted on answers to my questions before ok'ing repair. The number I
called for vw America is I have about 81, miles on the car and this problem creates a serious
saftey hazard on the interstate or any highway where a slow moving vehicle may be a hazard.
This causes the car to slow down significantly on any hills, including on entrance ramps, when
trying to accelerate on merge with traffic. Dealership unable to diagnose, but has offered
expensive repairs including replacing mass air flow sensor, some type of valve in the turbo, for
example. Also noted is the vehicle can intermittently provide some diesel boost- seems only
when the gas tank is full. And the fuel filler neck interior door has broken off sometime in the
past year. Is this related? Vw Jetta tdi- the turbo hasn't been working. Apparently, this vehicle is
equipped with a ccv crankcase vent system and an egr exhaust gas recirculation system. Oily
fumes from the ccv system combine with carbon particles from the egr system to form a black
sticky tar in the intake system. This eventually starts restricting the amount of airflow into the
engine, resulting in gradual power loss as the vehicle ages and the intake clogging becomes
worse. Car Problems. Diesel Engine problem 1. Diesel Engine problem 2. Diesel Engine problem
3. Diesel Engine problem 4. Diesel Engine problem 5. Diesel Engine problem 6. Diesel Engine

problem 7. Diesel Engine problem 8. Emission Control problems Emission Control problems.
Check Engine Light On problems. Engine Burning Oil problems. Engine Cooling System
problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Gasoline Engine problems. Engine Exhaust
System problems. Car Stall problems. Engine problems. Catalytic Convertor problems. Engine
Belts And Pulleys problems. Four problems related to fuel injection have been reported for the
Volkswagen Jetta. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Volkswagen Jetta based on all problems reported for the
Jetta. Volkswagen Jetta uncommanded acceleration while driving. Car has no cruise control yet
car accelerates on its own to the point the car has to be braked hard. I am the primary repair
person for this vehicle. Over its history, there have been numerous component failures that in
my opinion are unacceptable for a vehicle with this mileage and age. I personally know the
owner, and know that it is not operated under unusually harsh conditions. The vehicle was
involved in a minor cosmetic crash early on, otherwise, there have been no unusual outside
factors. At this point, the car has only 37, miles on the odometer. Primary use is on long trips.
The vehicle is parked and stored for about months each year. First problem: air conditioning
system leak: the expansion valve failed, requiring replacement. The power windows have failed,
ultimately resulting in free repair of the windows with a revised retaining clip, as this problem
occurs far too often, and finally, the rear brake pads have worn completely with the front pads in
virtually new condition. This is accompanied by all four rotors being excessively pitted, with
large areas of the rotor face actually flaking off. My research shows that I may end up needing
to replace the rear calipers, as well, due to poor design. My car is nightmare of failures. Cruise
control light dealer claims the car doesnt have one - but you can see it if you use a flashlight at
an oblique angle failure, abs module switch failure according to dealer causing cruise control to
unexpectedly disengage. I also learned from other motorists that the same switch controls
brake light illumination all bulbs and other signal lights work. Fuel injection module over
injected gas causing excessive pressure. Failure caused hoses to blow sending hose clamps as
projectiles. This week, the front passenger side window unexpectedly dropped into the door.
Dealer has literally taped the window up until a part arrives. Dealer admits to mfg design defect no voluntary recall. No dealers will voluntarily replace clips until they fail. Volkswagen position
is that they know there is a design flaw, but wont replace known bad clips until there is a failure.
Window failure could cause objects stones kicked up by tires of other cars to hit passengers.
Window integrity questionable in an accident if it fails when driving 15mph. While driving engine
light comes on due to emission failure. Dealership replaced the mass air flow sensor, but the
problem recurred. Currently, air injection pump was being replaced. Car Problems. Fuel
Injection problem 1. Fuel Injection problem 2. Fuel Injection problem 3. Fuel Injection problem 4.
Fuel Injection problems 4. Tank Assembly problems. Fuel Pump problems. Tank Filler Pipe And
Cap problems. Fuel Delivery problems. There are a number of reasons why a crankshaft
position sensor can fail , and a number of symptoms associated with that failure. Problems with
the crankshaft position sensor will often present as problems with engine timing. If you think
your sensor has failed, here are some common symptoms of a bad crankshaft sensor that can
help you in determining whether or not it has failed. As the engine speeds up, there needs to be
adjustments to spark timing and fuel injection. Without accurate input from the crankshaft
sensor, the engine control unit ECU can't make these adjustments as well as it should. This can
result in slow or uneven acceleration. Without accurate timing information, fuel injection won't
occur as efficiently as it should. That means the engine will need to use more gas and your
morning commute will use up more fuel than usual. Lack of proper spark timing can cause a
different problem: one or more of the cylinders may misfire. That is to say combustion may be
disrupted. You will feel, and maybe hear, this as a brief stutter in the engine. You might feel that
the engine runs rough or vibrates at idle, say, when you're sitting at a red light. This is similar to
the above in that it stems from poor spark timing. As seen with rough idling, sometimes
crankshaft position sensor problems are worse at low engine speeds. Sometimes the engine
might even stall out entirely at low speed if the fuel injectors aren't giving it the fuel it needs. It
might be hard to get your engine started without the fuel it needs or without proper timing. If the
crankshaft sensor has failed completely, and isn't sending a signal to the ECU at all, then the
computer won't send any fuel to the injectors. This will leave you unable to start the car. A
failing or failed crankshaft position sensor may cause the check engine light on your dashboard
to come on. A diagnostic scan tool will show a code between P and P The check engine light
doesn't always come on, though, so you could be experiencing any of the above symptoms for
some time before you see the warning light. There are a number of different problems that can
cause similar symptoms to a crankshaft position sensor problem. Many of the issues mentioned
above can be caused by failures in the ignition system or fuel injection system. Before you
conclude that the crankshaft position sensor is bad, you may need to run some tests. If you are

experiencing the problems mentioned above, then it may very well be time to replace your bad
crankshaft position sensor. However, before you replace it, you might want to run some tests
first to confirm that the crank sensor really is the source of the problem. Check out this article
from the experts at 1A Auto to learn more about how to test a crankshaft position sensor.
Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited
shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only
fit a vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search.
Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model
Search. Bad or Failing Crankshaft Position Sensor Symptoms There are a number of reasons
why a crankshaft position sensor can fail , and a number of symptoms associated with that
failure. Shop Crankshaft Position Sensors Acceleration Problems As the engine speeds up,
there needs to be adjustments to spark timing and fuel injection. Reduced Gas Mileage Without
accurate timing information, fuel injection won't occur as efficiently as it should. Engine
Misfires Lack of proper spark timing can cause a different problem: one or more of the cylinders
may misfire. Rough Idling You might feel that the engine runs rough or vibrates at idle, say,
when you're sitting at a red light. Stalling As seen with rough idling, sometimes crankshaft
position sensor problems are worse at low engine speeds. Difficult Starting or No Starting It
might be hard to get your engine started without the fuel it needs or without proper timing.
Check Engine Light A failing or failed crankshaft position sensor may cause the check engine
light on your dashboard to come on. Related Issues There are a number of different problems
that can cause similar symptoms to a crankshaft position sensor problem. Guaranteed To Fit
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year This is a
very reliable car. Since I have purchased it I have rarely had any issues or technical difficulties.
It is comfortable and easy to navigate. Mirrors are adjustable by switch. Leather seats are
comfortable. Back seats fold back to make extra space. It has a CD player and Bluetooth could
be added by use of a plugin. I like how my car drives. It gets really good gas mileage because it
is diesel. It needs a few things done to it though. My Jetta is very reliable. My Jetta is a gas
saver and does amazing with gas. My Jetta is very roomy. My Jetta is very dependable and is
my favorite car ever. My Jetta is manual and drives absolutely amazing. Dash lights are one of
my favorites because they are blue and red. One problem with the Jetta is the cup holders. They
are right over the radio and they can break easily. This car is also pretty slow. The cables for the
windows get stuck in the pulley very easy as well, causing the windows to not roll down. You
might just have to get new cables. Other than that, the heated seats heat up very well and the ac
is amazing. This car has been running for almost 19 years and it runs great! Turbo with tune. Air
ride suspension from accuair. Camber issues due to way tires are stretched. Wheels are 18 inch
and tires have to be stretched in order to fit. Thing is a little monster. It's a good car. Although it
could have better gas mileage. I like the satellite radio and air conditioning. However, I wish the
backseat was bigger and had more leg room. It's a nice car for family trips. Though I do wish it
was bigger. I also wish it could speed up better because it's slow to take off. There have been a
lot of problems with the Jetta. Wiring, tire rims, windows and engine issues. In the past,
diagnostic tests have been needed on the internal computer, and it's incredibly expensive to
maintain. Synthetic oil is needed and the parts are often shipped in from Germany if a
replacement part is needed. It's a good running car. I get wonderful gas mileage and I am so
grateful to be able to get to work and back on one tank for a week. I have a lot of room for my
kids so they don't have to be right on top of each other. It's a quiet and safe car. I am so grateful
that I have a good running car. I love this vehicle. The only issue I've experienced with it so far
is the windows and sunroof have stopped working. The clutch has held strong and motor is
running great. It is equipped with a vr6 engine and gets great mileage. If I could get the windows
to work I would never get rid of it. It's great car. Good on gas. Pleasure vehicle want to always
stay with the German made cars It's great car. Pleasure vehicle want to always stay with the
German made It's great car. Pleasure vehicle want to always stay with the German made cars.
Great on gas for age of car the car drives well with plenty of power for a diesel engine. The
manual transmission shifts smoothly. The interior is a little worn and stained. For the age of the
car there is little maintenance. The comfort and ride is really fair. It has diesel engine so there is

that smell that comes with that. Hate how much it cost to put oil and power steering fluid. I am, I
believe, the 3rd or 4th owner. It has some quirks at this point. It's , miles, so of course that's
going to happen. The drivers side doesn't lock, stereo doesn't work, and the glove box doesn't
stay shut which I did end up doing a little fix myself. It's reliable. Gets me to work, the store, and
home. My car is a small and black Jetta. It is super comfortable and it barely has problems of
any kind. It does not waste too much gas and change oil is very economic. Other things with
parts changing are very easy to find since its a German car, the pieces are not that expensive or
hard to find. The most problems that I have encountered with my vehicle is as it gets older there
are more glitches with the sound system, or lock system. I do not regret buying this vehicle, it is
reliable, comfortable. The gas mileage is also very good for someone who is budgeting. I love
my car, it is fast, zippy, and has stylistically held up well over the years. The moonroof leaks
now, and the interior is a little bit saggy but it is 20 years old and that is expected. I have leather
seats with warmers that I love, and are easy to clean. The backseat has always been a bit small
but I do not use that bench very often as I am usually in the car alone. Overall there have been
some issues and repairs but the car also has low mileage and that has helped it withstand time.
I had to get use to having a few different lug nut keys because I bought it used but plan on
getting them all replaced with regular ones soon. Also my sunroof gets stuck sometimes and it
takes a few mins to make it close but all in all I love the car. It is a smooth ride. It is very reliable.
Part are easy to find. I do not like the cost of repair, or how difficult it is to repair. I haven't had a
lot of problems in the 17 years and miles I have owned the car. It is a diesel and has been very
reliable. Some of the plastic stuff is starting to break due to age. The engine runs very well, I
have gotten as high as 53 mpg with the car on a long trip. My car seems to always have
something wrong with it. As soon as I fix one thing another thing breaks. The car itself runs
great, has great acceleration and lots of power. Came with a ton of luxuries including heated
leather seats, and a sunroof. Leaks oil, transmission is smooth. I like the seats they recline all
the way back. Very small though. When a problem occurred, it was very easy to look up what
was wrong, find the parts if needed, and fix the problem ourselves. It's a 20 year old car so of
course it isn't perfect. I have had at least 8 VWs over the years. They are very well built cars that
seem to run forever. VW are cheap made interior that break. Repairs are expensive so I do
repairs myself and very difficult to work on. The cars are very reliable as long as you maintain
them. The aftermarket parts are hard to get unless you go through a dealership. If you buy a
used Jetta learn how to work on them and prepare to spend time figuring out how to work on
them. My Jetta has been very dependable, I enjoy driving it. It's easy on gas. Very comfortable
driving. I know every car need to have repairs and maintenance, but you"re not always having
to take it in for the repairs. It's good to have a knowledgeable mechanic. Change Year. Owner
Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel
Economy Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Steph M wrote
on August 7, Mike G wrote on October 4, Cheyenne H wrote on September 19, Virginia C wrote
on September 19, Tyler M wrote on September 19, Noah H wrote on September 19, Katie B wrote
on September 19, Amanda C wrote on September 19, Norma S wrote on September 19, Brandy K
wrote on September 19, Robert H wrote on September 19, Rudy B wrote on September 2, Megan
S wrote on August 23, Jessica A wrote on July 21, Gemma B wrote on July 15, Stephanie M
wrote on July 15, Guy H wrote on July 15, Christopher M wrote on July 10, Michael P wrote on
March 13, Taylor S wrote on November 22, James B wrote on November 22, Priscilla J wrote on
November 22, Aaron B wrote on November 22, Vance A wrote on November 22, Esther R wrote
on November 22, Continue to Overview. The top three Volkswagen Jetta problems focus on the
Jetta, model, and the Volkswagen Jetta. The model year was the first year that showed serious
Volkswagen Jetta problems needing to be addressed by the car owner. The top categories of
complaints from users and the NHTSA include the interior accessories and the engine. The
main interior accessories complaints from Jetta owners include the glove box door falling off,
the climate controls not illuminating, the rubber coating on the door and dashboard peeling off,
the door handle grip breaking easily, and the door window button not working. The main
concerns from owners about the engine in the Jetta include the engine idling and stalling out,
the oil guzzling, the check engine light turning on, the car losing power at highway speeds, and
the car misfiring when the weather is damp. Regarding the next set of Volkswagen Jetta
problems, the main categories of concern from owners and the NHTSA include the engine and
the transmission. Regarding the Volkswagen Jetta problems about the transmission, owners
have cited the transmission fails, and the transmission doesn't shift properly. The owners have
complained of the automatic transmission shifting roughly, the transmissions failing, and the
car not being able to shift into all gears. The main Volkswagen Jetta problems in the model
include the factory water pump breaking, the car overheating , the check engine light coming

on, and the coolant leaking through the system. The top categories of concern regarding the
Volkswagen Jetta problems include the interior accessories, electrical system, seat belts, and
airbags. The next category of Volkswagen Jetta problems is the electrical system. The most
common complaints include the battery not holding a charge, the door wiring harness not
working, the engine not turning over, the ignition immobilizer staying on, the key fob not
working, and the seat moving while driving. Owners have cited numerous Volkswagen Jetta
problems about the braking system in the model, with the top concern being ABS module
failure and the ABS light being on. The main engine concerns in the Jetta is engine failure,
engine stalling while driving, the check engine light turning on, the car having difficulty
accelerating, and the engine dying after starting. The last category of Volkswagen Jetta
problems in the model year deals with the electrical system, with the top concerns focusing on
the melted fuse box, alternator failure, key fob not working properly, and the car not starting.
The top concerns from Jetta owners focus on the stereo not working properly, the power door
locks malfunctioning, the car locking itself, and the car not having enough storage space.
Regarding Volkswagen Jetta problems, the electrical system had numerous issues with the
radio not working, the car battery dying, the power door locks not working, and the fuse box
melting. The Jetta car owners experience fuel pump failure and fuel injector failure as some of
the most severe Volkswagen Jetta problems. The model year had numerous complaints, with
the NHTSA lodging extensive issues about the high-pressure fuel pump failing in many cases.
The top categories of concern from both the NHTSA and the car owners include the engine and
the fuel system. The top engine concerns focus on the engine stalling while driving, the engine
light turning on, the car losing power while driving, the car having difficulty starting, the car
dying while driving , the car not turning off, and the engine seizing during use. The top concern
from car owners about the fuel system includes the high-pressure fuel pump not working. The
NHTSA cites various complaints about the diesel fuel system, the propulsion system, and the
delivery fuel pump mechanism. Car owners of the Jetta cited various Volkswagen Jetta
problems about the electoral system in this car, with the main areas of concern focusing on the
key not turning the car off and the battery draining over time. Owners of the Jetta experienced
the car windshield wipers not working effectively in cold weather and the horn not doing its job.
The most common solution for the wipers not working is to replace the wiper motor at around
75, miles to replace, with the severity rating being an 8 out of The top Volkswagen Jetta
problems in the model year deal with the engine, with owners citing that the car runs roughly,
the engine stalls while driving, the check engine light turns on, and diagnostic codes show
trouble issues, and the gas pedal sticks during use. To repair the Volkswagen Jetta, the most
common solution is to replace the ignition coil or the spark plugs at around 26, miles. The
second category of concern with the Volkswagen Jetta includes the key getting stuck in the
ignition. The heated seats do not work correctly, the ignition switch locks, and the radio fails
intermittently. The top Volkswagen Jetta problems regarding the engine system in the model
year include the engine stalling while driving. Some other prevalent issues include the car
making a rattling noise, the timing chain jumping, the engine catching fire, the car having
excessive oil consumption, and a high pitched noise coming from the engine. The average
repair cost for the engine stalling and revving depends on the extent of the damage, with an
engine replacement possibly necessary depending on the severity of the issue. The top owner's
concerns regarding the Volkswagen Jetta problems with the interior accessories focus on the
dashboard cluster warning lights failing and crackling noises coming from the dashboard.
Fortunately for owners, these problems are relatively minor and require inexpensive fixes to
begin working again. After a few yea
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rs of relatively minor issues in the model year from the Jetta, there was an increase in
Volkswagen Jetta problems in the year. The main categories of concern focused on the
transmission, the windows and windshield, and the clutch. The top owner's concerns about the
transmission focus on the car making a grinding noise, the transmission fluid leaking, the
transmission slipping, and the car not accelerating properly. The other Volkswagen Jetta
problems for the model year include the windows spontaneously cracking without impact and
the sunroof exploding. The only owner concerned regarding the Volkswagen Jetta features the
clutch failing at around 9, miles. The most concerning Volkswagen Jetta problems throughout
all model years can help you decide which car is safest for you and your family to buy. Keeping
in mind the most prevalent issues with , , and model years help you make an educated decision
about which Jetta to purchase. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved.

